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Background 

The context for organising an online symposium: 
COVID-19 situation response 
The 5W on 5G Online Symposium came about as part of COMPACT risk mitigation strategy that was 

reflected in relevant grant agreement amendment put forward by the consortium. Specifically, due to 

COVID-19 pandemics, after organising the last in-person symposium in Lisbon, Portugal, it became 

uncertain if COMPACT project will be able to proceed with original plan for symposia before the end 

of the project. Therefore, and idea was put forward by the consortium to organise several, international 

online symposia and online events instead of planned in person symposia. A decision was made that 

while the topics selected should be in the domain of media convergence and within the scope of 

COMPACT project, it should also reflect on the most recent and pressing issues in the domain. Therefore 

the idea behind individual symposia evolved in line to the dynamics of the media convergence domain. 

One of the hot topics emerging was the increase in spread of misinformation related to COVID-19 

pandemics, especially the 5G technologies rollout. Since the scope of COMPACT project in Work 

Package 3 on pre-standardisation includes 5G, the consortium has received explicit inquiries from policy 

makers on the topic of 5G and related public fears. Therefore we decided to prepare and organise such a 

topical symposium, within the WP3 scope of research, as soon as possible to address such a topical area. 

Elements of research done in Work Package 2 on combating disinformation were also reflected in this 

symposium. It took about a month to organise the symposium. The response of different groups of 

stakeholders including policy makers, technology experts and people responsible for standards was 

significant and went beyond our expectations. Several important groups also indicated strong interests 

in the result of the symposium. 

The mission and the scope of the symposium 
5G connectivity is one of the fundamental enablers of the data economy, paving the way for massive 

Internet of Things (IoT) applications and new services. However, 5G doesn’t happen on its own – who 

is involved? What environment is required? 

 

The aim of the symposium was to provide a clear explanation and elaboration about 5G technologies. 

Specifically, we introduced the audience to basic concepts from the radio-communication domain; we 

described the technological progress in the last decade and discussed the opportunities and challenges 

that accompany the full 5G implementation. For better understanding of the domain we encouraged the 

participants to engage in follow-up conversations.  In particular the elaboration was followed by a 

discussion over the existing standards, health and safety regulations with emphasis on the specific unique 

properties of the emerging 5G networks. In particular we intended to cover all positive features that 5G 

networks bring, including their role for high speed communication and Internet of things 

transformations. 

We discussed all the facts presented in the light of the recent accusations, and misinformation online that 

led to many cases of public scrutiny of 5G network expansion. The clarifications have been expected by 

the public in particular in the context of significant level of unjustified concerns linking 5G technologies 

and the spread of the recent COVID-19 virus. Therefore the symposium came very timely in terms of 

broad public discussions. 

Finally, we also looked “beyond the curtain” and tried to imagine the 5G and the world of the future 

powering it and elaborated upon both utopian and dystopian scenarios. We attempted to link 5G to 
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philosophical and “mystical” concepts that can obfuscate its truly functional and science-based 

objectives. However, our goal was to keep the discussions as open minded as possible and the moderators 

guarded the inclusivity of the discourse so that no position or idea, even the most unexpected and 

revolutionary was missed. Specifically, we dedicated one moderator to “convey the voice of the public” 

who communicated the messages from stakeholders received live throughout the symposium to the 

speakers. Therefore making the symposium more inclusive. 

 

 

COMPACT project context 
The objective of the COMPACT project is to increase awareness (including scientific, political, cultural, 

legal, economic and technical areas) of the latest technological discoveries among key stakeholders in 

the context of social media and convergence.  

We believe that the material from the symposium will help (and already helped) the policy makers, 

journalists and general public voice and to address some specific questions about the emerging 5G 

technologies. We aim at our stakeholders having a better view on the issues related to 5G, built upon 

solid facts delivered by the domain experts rather than derived from unverified statements propagated 

by social media influencers. We believe the research and analyses performed by COMPACT benefited 

from multi-stakeholder feedback obtained through constructive discussions hosted in this symposium.  

 

 

Methods of dissemination 
The partners used various methods of online communication to reach out to a broad range of speakers. 

Specifically COMPACT partners used the mailing lists and their individual networks to secure relevant 

speakers and audience. Also social media channels (FB campaign and Twitter) were used to raise the 

awareness of the symposium. Relevant press release was created and disseminated to press (Appendix 
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I) and education materials were produced (Annex III) on the topic and disseminated. Our symposium 

was advertised at the following websites  including COMPACT website:  

 

https://cordis.europa.eu/event/id/147921-5w-on-5g-multidisciplinary-online-symposium-responding-

to-the-public-demand-on-5g-information 

 

https://www.mtitc.government.bg/en/category/4/first-international-symposium-5g-organized-under-ec-

compact-project-within-horizon-2020-framework-program 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/2583673038626103 

 

http://compact-media.eu/compact-symposium-5w-on-5g-tentative-results/ 

 

https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu  

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8wISgZm9pZGqHfeV1HW8aw/featured?view_as=subscriber  

  

https://basscom.org/news.aspx?nid=670 

 

http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46387 

  

http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46389 

 

http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46387 

http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46389 

 

https://twitter.com/projectcompact 

 

http://compact-media.eu/ 

 

http://compact-media.eu/first-comprehensive-international-compact-symposium-on-5g/ 

 

 

 

Participants were engaged before the event by sending relevant guidelines and additional materials 

directly before the event (Annex II) 

 

Event registration was organised via Eventbrite platform where speakers and participants could acquire 

relevant free tickets. Eventbrite link was disseminated via all dissemination channels. Eventbrite was 

also used as a major communication tool with the registered participants before and after the event. We 

reached significant number of 170 tickets sold for the direct participation.  

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/104487793804 

The link to the Eventbrite page was disseminated via mailing-lists, direct emails and social media, a 

press release was also disseminated (Appendix). 

 

 

https://cordis.europa.eu/event/id/147921-5w-on-5g-multidisciplinary-online-symposium-responding-to-the-public-demand-on-5g-information
https://cordis.europa.eu/event/id/147921-5w-on-5g-multidisciplinary-online-symposium-responding-to-the-public-demand-on-5g-information
https://www.mtitc.government.bg/en/category/4/first-international-symposium-5g-organized-under-ec-compact-project-within-horizon-2020-framework-program
https://www.mtitc.government.bg/en/category/4/first-international-symposium-5g-organized-under-ec-compact-project-within-horizon-2020-framework-program
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/2583673038626103
http://compact-media.eu/compact-symposium-5w-on-5g-tentative-results/
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8wISgZm9pZGqHfeV1HW8aw/featured?view_as=subscriber
https://basscom.org/news.aspx?nid=670
http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46387
http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46389
http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46387
http://www.sbj-bg.eu/index.php?t=46389
https://twitter.com/projectcompact
http://compact-media.eu/
http://compact-media.eu/first-comprehensive-international-compact-symposium-on-5g/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/104487793804
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Figure 1: 5W on 5G Eventbrite ticket sales 

 

The participants and the target audience 
To ensure strong diversity of views and opinions we strived to bring the representatives of the 

telecommunication technology sector, researchers, policy makers and medical doctors as well as media 

people to provide multi-perspective comprehensive discourse. The symposium was targeted to policy 

makers as well as to media and broader public and aimed to discuss, evaluate and demystify the 

complexities of 5G-powered digital future in an interactive and interdisciplinary manner which crosses 

fields and boundaries. The related concepts were presented in an understandable and thought-provoking 

way that was not only intended to inform a lay audience but to spur its imagination to accomplish a smart 

interconnected community. 

 

 

 

 

 

The symposium delivery 
The symposium was hosted on the 14th of May and it was realized as an online webinar and delivered 

via popular ZOOM platform with 15 presenters and around 70 direct participants who were allowed to 

engage directly with the speakers. 
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Figure 2: 5W on 5G Online Symposium on ZOOM: Mr. Andreas Geiss, Head of Unit for Spectrum Policy in DG CONNECT, European 

Commission speaking 

The symposium was also live streamed via Facebook for broader audience and for additional feedback 

(the chat was monitored by the organizers throughout the event) as no audience limit applied to FB. The 

stream was publicly available at COMPACT Facebook profile: 

https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu The live-comments from FB platform were also 

considered during the session. The FB stream was seen by 9 thousand people to the date. 

 

Additionally, as means of testing another aspect of media convergence, a dedicated Virtual Reality 

space has been created using free, Open-Source Mozilla Hubs solution so that the audience could engage 

with the participants in an innovative way for greater channel convergence. Therefore extra “coffee 

breaks” was provided in the virtual space that can be accessed both via VR as well as standard browse 

through persistent link: https://hub.link/M4teCU2 

 

https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu
https://hub.link/M4teCU2
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Figure 3: VR Coffee at the end of 5W on 5G - Mozilla Hubs 

Our decision to leverage Virtual Reality as additional channel was informed by research made by NUIG 

as part of COMPACT investigation of Immersive Technologies, and later corroborated with dedicated 

Immersive Technologies Symposium where entire symposium was delivered using a VR platform. The 

main purpose was to look at convergence of VR as a way to include causal “passing in corridor” and 

“coffee break” convergent experience to complement the standard teleconferencing that misses informal 

engagement capacity. Considering a very wide range of stakeholders present in the meeting that 

experience was also informative in terms of capacity of audience of different IT skills to leverage 

emerging technologies for communication. 

  

The Webinar started at 12:30 PM GMT and concluded at 5 GMT.  

For clarity of our international audience we provided timing for specific locations: 

EU: Dublin 13:30 , Brussels 14:30 , Warsaw 14:30 , Zagreb 14: 30, Sofia 15:30 Outside EU: New York 

8:30 AM, Seoul 21:3 

Agenda  

The start of the symposium -14th of May 2020 – 12:30 PM GMT 

 

12:30 GMT – Welcome to the Symposium  

The participants were welcomed by the hosts and guided on the available communication channels 

modes and rules of the symposium – logistics. The hosts briefly introduced themselves, COMPACT 

project and its mission  and give a short introduction of the presenters. 

 

SPEAKERS: 

• Dr. Lukasz Porwol - eGov deputy leader and Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of 

Ireland, Galway -  COMPACT project coordinator - the host and the lead moderator of the 

symposium 

• Mr. Munir Podumljak  PSD - Partnership for Social Development & NeewsBeez founder – 

COMPACT project WP3 Lead - the co-host and speaker 

• Dr. Bissera Zankova - Media 21 Foundation – COMPACT project partner - the co-host and 

speaker 
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The welcome session was hosted by COMPACT project representatives - Coordination and Support 

Action funded European Commission under framework Horizon 2020.  

 

Session description as per pre-symposium materials: 

This symposium continues on one of the project’s pillars which is informing the public about the state of 

media convergence (including technology trends, media regulation and dealing with disinformation). In 

particular, that important mission has been realised so far via international in-person symposia and 

events hosted across EU and beyond. However, the current, extraordinary circumstances caused by the 

pandemics despite clear negative impacts enforced an innovative approach and made us put media 

convergence in practice even stronger through new, online mode of symposia delivery.  

Our idea for the symposium spans from our conversations with policy makers and the strong indication 

of paucity of comprehensive, lay information on 5G developments. Specifically we identified deep 

concerns among  policy makers, journalists and the general public alike about the shape of 5G 

deployment. The late proliferation of disinformation, on the topic, often takes various extreme forms 

exhibited in fake news such as the conspiracy theory and alleged link between 5G transmitters and 

COVID-19 infections. At COMPACT we felt obliged to look at the 5G issues in detail and device a 

understandable, yet clear message that would debunk some of the myths and look objectively at reported 

opportunities and challenges alike. 

 

12:50 GMT – 5G in a Nutshell – The Opening Keynote Presentation  

 

MODERATOR: 

Mr. Niall O’Brolchain, Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of Ireland, Galway (former 

Irish MP and Mayor of Galway City) 

SPEAKERS: 

• Mr. Andreas Geiss, Head of Unit for Spectrum Policy in DG CONNECT, European Commission 

• Ms. Andreana Atanasova, Deputy minister responsible for information  technology and 

communication of Bulgaria 

• Ms. Justyna Romanowska, Councillor for telecommunications and information society, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Poland 

• Dr. Catalin Vrabie, Professor Assistant, National University of Political Studies and Public 

Administration, Romania 

• Mr. Peter Kimpian , Data Protection Unit, Council of Europe. 

• Mr. Harri Paloheimo, CEO CoReorient, former Nokia Green Research Team Leader and 

Principal Researcher, worked on simulations of NextG radio relay systems; NeewsBeez 

executive team member 

• Prof. Michel Israel , National Centre for Public Health and Analyses, Ministry of Health of 

Bulgaria 

• Dr. Jack Rowley, Senior Director for Research & Sustainability and works in the Advocacy 

Department of the GSMA 

 

Session description as per pre-symposium materials: 

The opening keynote presentations will provide a comprehensive, multi-perspective, background view 

on 5G to the participants to enable more informed discussions. In particular, we shall hear about 5G as 

an enabler for better society and as a cutting-edge, next-generation technology that will change the 

world as we know it both in terms of business, government sector and daily lives. Finally we shall briefly 

hear about the potential challenges in 5G implementation. 
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13:30 GMT – 5G Technologies Opportunities and Challenges - Discussion Panel I  

 

Moderator: 

• Ms. Malika Keswani,  Senior Production Manager,  BBC World Services 

VOICE OF THE PUBLIC: 

• Mr. Niall O’Brolchain, Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of Ireland, Galway 

(former Irish MP and Mayor of Galway City) 

 

Speakers: 

• Mr. Andreas Geiss, Head of Unit for Spectrum Policy in DG CONNECT, European Commission 

• Mr. Harri Paloheimo, CEO CoReorient, former Nokia Green Research Team Leader and 

Principal Researcher, worked on simulations of NextG radio relay systems, NewsBeez 

executive team member 

• Prof. Michel Israel , National Centre for Public Health and Analyses, Ministry of Health of 

Bulgaria  

• Ms. Andreana Atanasova, Deputy minister responsible for information  technology and 

communication of Bulgaria 

• Ms. Ina O’ Murchu, Technologist, Technopreneur, Ireland and Consultant at Onlim, Austria 

• Mr. Peter Kimpian , Data Protection Unit, Council of Europe.Ms. Justyna Romanowska, 

Councillor for telecommunications and information society, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Permanent Representation of the Republic of Poland to the EU 

 

Session description as per pre-symposium materials: 

5G telecommunication benchmark creates an unprecedented level of expectations and at the same time 

strong resistance in tech advancement. 5G technologies implementation faces challenges similar to 

issues seen in the time of the introduction of electricity when lack of understanding, no clarity and fear 

of the unknown hindered major developments in some parts of the world. Eventually, electrification of 

cities progressed and the world changed forever creating a base to all major developments leading to 

modern life as we know it. 5G creates an opportunity of significant magnitude to ensure a smooth 

transition from a society of information to a data-driven society of knowledge. The full realisation of 

smart industry and smart cities is contingent on effective, rapid wireless communication. Ensuring that 

relevant, safe, secure and efficient next-gen wireless infrastructure is in place as soon as possible is an 

important responsibility to governments, businesses and civil societies alike.  

Some of the questions on the table that our respective speakers will address are: What is 5G, where we 

can see it, and how it operates? What are differences between the 5G and current 4G networks and what 

are social, political and economic implications of the change? What radiation means when relating to 

5G and what are actual numbers behind it in comparison to other technological advancements that we 

already use? Who are godfathers of 5G and how their battle looks at this stage (another Tesla vs. Edison 

struggle?) Who are winners and losers in 5G? What are the health implications of 5G transmission 

infrastructure and how are these health implications observed? What will happen with wildlife and 

nature with mass use of 5G transmitters? Who are guardians of public good in a case of 5G and are they 

up to a challenge? Who and when broke the internet and will the 5G fix the problem or will it make 

worse? What are implications of utopian and dystopian scenarios of 5G – will we evolve as smarter or 

more stupid with the 5G in place?  

 

14:30 GMT – Discussion Panel II – 5G conspiracy theories and disinformation  

 

Moderator: 

Dr. Lukasz Porwol - eGov deputy leader and Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of 

Ireland, Galway, NeewsBeez executive team member -  COMPACT project coordinator  
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VOICE OF THE PUBLIC: 

Mr. Niall O’Brolchain, Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of Ireland, Galway (former 

Irish MP and Mayor of Galway City) 

 

Speakers: 

• Ms. Malika Keswani,   Senior Production Manager,  BBC World Services 

• Mr. Munir Podumljak,  PSD - Partnership for Social Development & NeewsBeez founder 

• Mr. Mikko Salo, Faktabaari (FactBar) Founder, media innovator and EU Senior Advisor to 

LUT University, NewsBeez co-founder 

• Dr. Catalin Vrabie, Professor Assistant at the National University of Political Studies and 

Public Administration, Bucharest 

• Dr. Jack Rowley, Senior Director for Research & Sustainability and works in the Advocacy 

Department of the GSMA 

Session description as per pre-symposium materials: 

“The point of modern propaganda isn't only to misinform or push an agenda. It is to exhaust your critical 

thinking, to annihilate truth.” 

― Garry Kasparov   

The lessons from the past on ionized radiation and risky, rushed developments, raised many concerns in 

discussions on 5G and non-ionized radiation emitted by next-generation communication systems. 

Insecurity and anxiety caused by the unknown had affected all of us, including researchers, academics, 

policy makers, industry and many individuals that are still coping with embracing existing gadgets in 

day to day life. At the same time, we became aware that utopian scenarios and dreams of founders of 

internet, that individual availability of free mass communication will create world that is more free and 

just, did not materialize. Today, as some of COMPACT respective speakers’ state – “internet is broken” 

and many anomalies that derive from it negatively affect our lives, in some cases threatening even the 

democracy as foundation of modern civilization. COMPACT researchers detected that in both cases – 

current internet information disorder, and reaching 5G milestone, lack of proper understanding of the 

facts play crucial role in exacerbating negative discourse toward technology. In addition to endangering 

legitimate course of technological development, such attitude in fact may push tech entrepreneurs and 

policy actors toward adopting ineffective and dangerous solutions that will be hard to repair. While 

introducing facts, research findings and opinions, speakers in this panel will try to respond to many 

questions, including controversial ones, about the 5G and the Internet.  

Some of the key questions for the speakers that will be on the table are: What provokes the dissemination 

of conspiracy theories on 5G? Do they represent pure disinformation or there are still some parts we 

should think about? What is truth vs false information on 5G effects on human beings as thoroughly 

checked by fact-checkers? Why traditional media is not able to inform and educate citizens on actual 

developments and impact of the 5G digital communication infrastructure? Will and in what way 5G 

challenge power equilibrium in digital economy reached during the 4G era? Is there 5G information 

warfare and if yes who are the actors? Who benefits from 5G misinformation spread? How do we fix 

damage done to internet infrastructure? What is meaning of digital citizenry and how do we protect 

human rights in digital world? 

The panel will host the central discussion the alleged negative consequences of rolling out 5G 

technologies worldwide. We shall discuss and debunk the existing myths as well as consider the potential 

socio-technical risks and how they can be alleviated. Specifically we shall look at some recent 5G & 

COVID-19 related conspiracy theories as well the consequences of lack of clarity and disinformation 

online on the topic. 
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15:30 GMT – Discussion Panel III – The future of ultra-connected society 

Moderator: 

Ina O’ Murchu, Technologist, Technopreneur, Ireland and Consultant at Onlim, Austria 

VOICE OF THE PUBLIC: 

Mr. Niall O’Brolchain, Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of Ireland, Galway (former 

Irish MP and Mayor of Galway City) 

 

Participants:  

• Dr. Bissera Zankova - Media 21 Foundation 

• Mr. Munir Podumljak  PSD - Partnership for Social Development & NeewsBeez founder 

• Mr. Andreas Geiss, Head of Unit for Spectrum Policy in DG CONNECT, European Commission 
(tbc) 

• Ms. Malika Keswani,  Production Manager,  BBC World Services 

• Mr. Harri Paloheimo, CEO CoReorient, former Nokia Green Research Team Leader and 

Principal Researcher, worked on simulations of NextG radio relay systems; NewsBeez 

executive team member 

• Prof. Michel Israel , National Centre for Public Health and Analyses, Ministry of Health of 

Bulgaria  

• Ms. Justyna Romanowska, Councillor for telecommunications and information society, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Poland – decided to move to audience and put forward a 

representation by Jerzy Zurek & Rafal Pawlak – Director & Tech Manager at National 

Institute of Telecommunications, Poland 

 

Session description as per pre-symposium materials: 

The final panel will be devoted to free, open-minded discussion about the digital future where 5G and 

related technologies will certainly dominate our daily lives. We shall present agnostic scenarios and 

opinions to spin a discussion on the future of digitally interconnected  humans, described by renowned 

author Yuval Noah Harari as“Homo Deus”. We shall explore the topics beyond technology and look at 

long term opportunities and impacts of wireless technologies on the 21centry society. 

 

16:30 GMT – Closing Remarks  

The final session brought up conclusions and sum up of discussion by the symposium hosts and 

speakers. 

 

MODERATOR: 

Dr. Lukasz Porwol - eGov deputy leader and Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of 

Ireland, Galway,  COMPACT project coordinator 

  

VOICE OF THE PUBLIC: 

Mr. Niall O’Brolchain, Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of Ireland, Galway (former 

Irish MP and Mayor of Galway City)  

 

16:45 GMT – Virtual Reality Social Event 

 

After the session was concluded, the willing participants were invited to join “virtual coffee” that 

continued beyond  the main session via Mozilla Hubs at https://hub.link/M4teCU2 

 

 

 

https://hub.link/M4teCU2
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MODERATOR: 

Dr. Lukasz Porwol - eGov deputy leader and Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of 

Ireland, Galway 

Speakers 

Andreana Atanasova holds a Master’s Degree in Telecommunications Engineering from the Technical 

University of Sofia. She has over 20 years of experience in the field of telecommunications and European 

affairs. In the period 2011-2013 she was a Counsellor at the Permanent Representation of the Republic 

of Bulgaria in the EU on all issues related to communications and information society and in 2014 was 

appointed by the President of the Republic of Bulgaria as a Member of the Communications Regulation 

Commission with a five-year term. In 2019 Andreana Atanasova was appointed as a Deputy Minister of 

Transport, IT and Communications responsible for information technology and communications. 

 

Andreas Geiss is a telecommunications engineer by profession.  Currently he is Head of Unit for Radio 

Spectrum Policy in DG INFSO of the European Commission. His responsibilities include the 

implementation of the inventory in accordance with the Radio Spectrum Policy Programme. Andreas 

started his professional career in 1991 at the German Regulatory Authority in the area of 

telecommunications. From 1994 until 2002 he worked for the European Radiocommunications Office 

(ERO), where he was project leader for many projects dealing with terrestrial and satellite mobile 

communications. He has been involved in the European preparations for World Radiocommunications 

Conferences since 1995.  

Prof. Dr. Michel Salvator Israel is a renowned Bulgarian specialist. He graduated from Sofia 

University “St. Kliment Ohridski“ and has a diploma in Solid State Physics. He also has a doctoral degree 

from Sofia Medical Academy in the field of occupational medicine. Prof. Israel has two more 

backgrounds in "Biophysics" and "Medical Sanitary Physics".His interests  are in the field of 

occupational medicine and safety at work, non-ionizing radiation,  risk assessment of optical and laser 

radiation. Prof. Israel is a member of many influential national and international organisations such as 

the International Advisory Committee on the International Electromagnetic Fields Project at the World 

Health Organization, the Technical Committee SCC 28, IEEE, the European Public Health Association 

(EUPHA), the Planetary Society, Faraday Foundation, etc. .He was a National Expert of Non-Ionizing  

Radiation Protection of Bulgaria at the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Protection of Bulgaria (2011 - 2012). Now Prof. Michel Israel and his team are conducting research in 

the field of non-ionizing radiation and electromagnetic fields at the National Center for Public Health 

and Analysis (NCPHA). 

Jack Rowley, Ph.D is the Senior Director for Research & Sustainability and works in the Advocacy 

Department of the GSMA. He is responsible for technical and policy activities related to the safety of 

mobile communications and responsible environmental practices. In this role, he manages relationships 

with major stakeholders such as the WHO and the ITU, develops technical advice for members and 

coordinates GSMA strategy related to EMF. He supports the global GSMA EMF and Health working 

group and contributes to the work of the GSMA Europe EMF and Health group. Jack has been a member 

of national and international working groups and contributed to the UNEP activity that lead to the first 

international guidelines for environmentally sound management of used and end-of-life mobile phones. 

He has 30-years of experience in the telecommunications industry and joined the GSMA in 2000. Prior 

to that, he worked for 10 years with Telstra (Australia) primarily in the Research Laboratories, where he 

rose to the position of manager of radio communications research with special responsibility for EMF 

issues. He has also given expert evidence in planning hearings related to base station siting and made 

submissions to government panels. He holds an Electronics Engineering Degree with first class honours 
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from the University of Limerick (Ireland) and a Ph.D. from the RMIT University (Australia). He is a 

senior member of the IEEE and a member of the Bioelectromagnetics Society. 

Dr. Catalin Vrabie is Professor Assistant at the National University of Political Studies and Public 

Administration, Bucharest. He specialized in IT&C for Public Administration and E-government 

strategies and policies. Dr. Vrabie teaches these disciplines at the Faculty of Public Administration of 

his university. His main responsibility is to link the academic knowledge and practical skills needed for 

the actual and future public servant. He has researched extensively on the development of Internet of 

Things (IoT) and Smart Cities. Dr. Catalin Vrabie is one of the motors of the Smart Cities Conference - 

an initiative dedicated to open, inclusive, formal and informal dialogue on Smart Cities’ issues among 

all interested stakeholders. Every year the Smart Cities Conference brings together representatives of 

governments, intergovernmental organisations, private sector, technical community, academia and civil 

society, with the aim to facilitate multi stakeholder discussions, exchanges and collaboration on Smart 

Cities related issues. 

Ms. Malika Keswani is a Senior Production Manager with production management experience applied 

at blue chip organisations such as BBC and ITV. Her experience ranges across various genres such as, 

Magazine style shows, Daytime TV, Factual, Studio Entertainment, Political satire shows, Commercial 

Adverts, Music Videos and Documentaries. She has managed shoots in the UK, Canada, USA, Turkey, 

Tunisia, Russia, Dubai, Afghanistan, India, Brazil, Argentina, Bosnia, South Africa and Europe. 

Alongside her current role at the BBC, she is part of a Production Innovation Panel of 12, led by the 

Senior Head Of Production which focuses on various work streams within the business. She sits within 

the Green and Sustainable work group promoting sustainability on productions within News and Current 

Affairs. This involves pitching Pan-BBC applicable ideas to be tabled to the board and also ensuring that 

the right conversations do take place at green light meetings and are reported back to the panel.  

Ms. Ina O’ Murchu, is an award-winning Technologist, Technopreneur, a new technologies educator, 

and an early adopter of technologies.  She has worked with Data since 2003 when she developed an 

ontology as part of her research at the Insight Center For Data Analytics. She specialises in Web 3.0, 

Blockchain, Data & Online Communities. She currently works with numerous startups internationally, 

most recently for Onlim, an Austrian company that specialises in Automated Customer Communication 

via Social Media, Chatbots and Artificial Assistants and Intelligence and also runs a Digital Agency in 

Ireland.  

 

Mr. Niall Ó Brolcháin of the Insight Centre for Data Analytics / Data Science Institute at NUI Galway 

works in eGov, IoT, Smart City and Region, Co-Creation, Open & Big Data Research. He graduated in 

Business and Computer studies and has postgraduate qualifications in Digital Media, Project 

Management and Marketing. He was a pioneer in the use of the World Wide Web and the Internet. He 

spent 10 years working in local and national Government in Ireland serving as Mayor of Galway City 

from 2006-07 and was deputy Government whip in Seanad Eireann the upper house of the Irish 

Parliament until 2011 where he served as spokesperson on Health, Communications, Energy and Natural 

Resources. Prior to that he served as parliamentary secretary to the Irish Government. He has a keen 

interest in Heritage and the Environment and served as chair of Galway City's Environment Strategic 

Policy Committee. He is co-chair of the Galway Environmental Network. He was deputy chairperson on 

the Western River Basin District project as part of Ireland’s implementation of the Water Framework 

Directive. He has many years practical experience in policy development and has worked as an advisor 

to the Irish and UK Governments. 

 

Dr. Lukasz Porwol is the E-Gov Deputy Unit Leader at the Insight, NUIG. His research focuses on 

leveraging digital technologies such as social media and Virtual Reality to support effective 

communication, in the context of e-Participation and Media Convergence. Lukasz has rich experience 

http://www.inaom.io/
http://socialwebstrategy.com/
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in working and coordinating work in various European Commission and Enterprise-funded research and 

innovation projects in the domain of e-Participation, Open Data and Cloud Computing. This includes 

late H2020 projects like Route-to-PA, ARCADIA and Your Data Stories. Currently, he is coordinating 

a European Commission-funded CSA in the area of Social Media and Media Convergence – 

COMPACT. Lukasz is a secretary (former board member) at Digital Government Society based in 

California, USA. He is a registered ODI (Open Data Institute, London) trainer and official Medley 

(Elsevier) Advisor for Ireland.  Lukasz is a member of the executive team of the NewsBeez initiative. 

Moreover, Lukasz was one of the founding directors for the Computer & Communications Museum of 

Ireland Ltd. 

Mikko Salo is Faktabaari (FactBar) Founder, media innovator and EU Senior Advisor to LUT 

University. In 2014 Mikko started the many times awarded Finnish fact-checking service and media 

literacy effort to bring accuracy to public debates. At EU level he contributed to the European 

Commission’s High-Level Group on Fake News and Online disinformation, expert group on media 

literacy and several international networks tackling online disinformation. Mikko is a co-founder and 

member of NewsBeez Executive Team.  

Harri Paloheimo, CEO of CoReorient tech startup with focus on digital infrastructure development and 

providing sustainable community solutions. Originally a space engineer, he moved in to 

telecommunications at the beginning of the new millennium. In more than a decade spent at Nokia, Harri 

acted as Nokia Green Research Team Leader and Principal Researcher, working, among other important 

issues on simulations of NextG radio relay systems. Since 2019, Harri is member of the NewsBeez 

Executive Team responsible for tech development. 

Munir Podumljak is the Executive Director of Partnership for Social Development with 20 years of 

research experience in areas of governance, integrity, and media policies. He is currently acting as lead 

researcher on several projects in fields of media integrity, media convergence, governance and anti-

corruption. Currently he is a Working Package Leader in EU HORIZON - COMPACT project working 

on pre-standardization initiatives in areas of media convergence, 5G and Internet of Things. Munir 

Podumljak is the founder and intellectual property rights holder for NewsBeez, the first private initiative 

aimed at providing comprehensive solutions to media convergence challenges.  

Justina Romanowska graduated from the Law Faculty of Gdansk University. She has rich experience 

in the field of telecommunications regulation. She has worked at the Office for Electronic 

Communications,  Ministry of Infrastructure and  Ministry of Administration and Digitization. Currently 

she is councilor for telecommunications and information society at the Permanent representation of 

Poland to the EU. 

Dr. Jerzy Żurek is Director of the National Institute of Telecommunications, Poland.  National Institute 

of Telecommunications is a scientific and research institution subordinate to the minister in charge of 

computerisation, operating in the field of telecommunications. It carries out projects in the scope of 

development of the state telecommunications network, shaping the telecommunications and postal 

policy and law in Poland, as well as standardisation of telecommunications systems and equipment. 

Rafal Pawlak has been an employee of the National Institute of Telecommunication (NIT), Warsaw, 

since 2001. He is a Leading Specialist with the Equipment and Systems Testing Department. He is also 

a Technical Manager with the accredited Telecommunications Equipment Research Laboratory (AB121) 

and an employee of the Notified Body 1471.  Mr. Pawlak has extensive experience in the field of 
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electromagnetic field measurements and is a member (representative with the right to vote) of the 

Technical Committee in the Polish Committee for Standardization.  

Peter Kimpian has experience as a data protection and international lawyer. He started his career 

working for the Data Protection Authority of Hungary. Currently he works at the Data Protection Unit 

of the Council of Europe. 

Dr. Bissera Zankova is a media lawyer and human rights expert. Currently she is independent 

researcher and consultant as president of “Media 21” Foundation registered in Bulgaria. The foundation 

pursues projects and partnerships in freedom of expression, new media and journalism.  

 

Performance Metrics & Assets 

The event was preceded with one month of preparations including preparation of materials and 

contacting individuals through direct emails, mailing lists as well as social media. Relevant press 

release was also released.  

 

The event got noticed and covered by EU outlets including the NATO related outlet: 

https://www.intellinews.com/conference-call-5g-to-turbocharge-post-covid-recovery-183506  

 

NUMBERS: 

170 – Eventbrite Registrations 

15 – Speakers present via ZOOM 

70 – Audience present on the day via ZOOM 

9000 – views of the stream/recording on Facebook platform 

4h 40min – total duration of the online session 

 

The video recording of the entire session: 

https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/2583673038626103/ 

 

Findings 

Relevant links shared in discussion 
 

Elizabeth Kelley: www.emfscientist.org.  

Jack Rowley: https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/5g-mobile-networks-and-health  

 

Daniel: https://www.gsma.com/publicpolicy/european-emf-and-antenna-siting-policy    

 

Niall Ó Brolcháin: https://5gobservatory.eu/  

 

Xianhong Hu: https://en.unesco.org/fightfakenews  

 

Mikko Salo: https://www.poynter.org/coronavirusfactsalliance/  

https://www.intellinews.com/conference-call-5g-to-turbocharge-post-covid-recovery-183506
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/2583673038626103/
http://www.emfscientist.org/
https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/5g-mobile-networks-and-health
https://www.gsma.com/publicpolicy/european-emf-and-antenna-siting-policy
https://5gobservatory.eu/
https://en.unesco.org/fightfakenews
https://www.poynter.org/coronavirusfactsalliance/
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Xianhong Hu:https://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/information-disorder  

 

Jack Rowley: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/5g-and-coronavirus-covid-19  

 

Jack Rowley: https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2016/03/11/how-our-bodies-go-to-extraordinary-

lengths-to-maintain-safe-ph-levels/#b6787970e540 

 

Mikko Salo: https://www.poynter.org/ifcn-covid-19-misinformation/?search_terms=5g  

 

Mikko Salo: https://www.bbc.com/news/52168096  

 

Mikko Salo: https://theconversation.com/why-5g-conspiracy-theories-prosper-during-the-

coronavirus-pandemic-136019  

 

Rafal Pawlak: https://pem.il-pib.pl/media/documents/BK_PEM_5G.pdf   

 

Jack Rowley: https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-conspiracy-theories-are-dangerous-heres-how-

to-stop-them-spreading-136564  

 

  

https://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/information-disorder
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/5g-and-coronavirus-covid-19
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2016/03/11/how-our-bodies-go-to-extraordinary-lengths-to-maintain-safe-ph-levels/#b6787970e540
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2016/03/11/how-our-bodies-go-to-extraordinary-lengths-to-maintain-safe-ph-levels/#b6787970e540
https://www.poynter.org/ifcn-covid-19-misinformation/?search_terms=5g
https://www.bbc.com/news/52168096
https://theconversation.com/why-5g-conspiracy-theories-prosper-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic-136019
https://theconversation.com/why-5g-conspiracy-theories-prosper-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic-136019
https://pem.il-pib.pl/media/documents/BK_PEM_5G.pdf
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-conspiracy-theories-are-dangerous-heres-how-to-stop-them-spreading-136564
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-conspiracy-theories-are-dangerous-heres-how-to-stop-them-spreading-136564
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Discussion Summary 
 

 

5G Technologies Opportunities and Challenges  

 

Our panellists pointed out that 5G technologies are going to change the basic fabric of the communication 

infrastructure by allowing low latency connections (below 30ms) and up to 100x times faster 

connectivity at 10Gbps rates. 5G should be considered a broader concept than 4G or 3G brining 

a major change to the core network therefore introducing completely new way of integration of 

many telecommunication services with emphasis and virtualisation and software’isation of many 

components. Policy makers indicated that 5G technologies will allow further broadband penetration to 

remote and rural areas addressing the issue of digital divide and equal access to online services. 5G 

is will help not only human-to-human communication but will allow broader IoT applications and 

more flexible use of smart infrastructures and robotic solutions. Some of the key benefits mentioned 

in discussion included, smart education, smart transportation and smart manufacturing reliant on fast 

wireless core infrastructures. A representative of mainstream media (BBC) and UNESCO stressed that 

5G will help to sustain the existing broadcasters by optimising live-transmission approaches while 

creating new opportunities for live-news reporting that may help to address the major problem with 

disinformation and misinformation. 

 

The fast rollout of 5G technologies was mentioned as a pivotal instrument of economic recovery plan to 

address the devastation of pandemics. 5G technologies will help to support and create entire new line of 

business services and help to optimise the existing ones. Due to significantly better energy efficiency in 

comparison to 4G and 3G technologies, the emerging wireless technologies will help to meet the needs 

of new green economy by not only directly decreasing energy consumption by the infrastructures but 

also by supporting emerging, better energy management solutions linked to smart technologies. Fast 

rollout of 5G technologies is considered as essential to meet the increasing demand on data exchange 

between rapidly growing number of mobile and connected smart devices. Emerging new communication 

technologies such as “Smart Glasses” expected to replace the smartphones will be the major, daily 

interface that requires 5G speeds and latency. 

 

The major challenges for 5G technologies rollout include political obstacles driven by unjustified fears 

as well as economical obstacles. Numerous anti-5G campaigns created a lot of damage to the process of 

updating the European infrastructure, keeping EU behind some of the major Asian players that will have 

very strong economic implications in the near future. 

Speakers agreed that, regardless the cost, a full support needs to be given by the authorities to ensure 

wide 5G technologies deployment as matter of urgency as a solution to economic recovery and future 

development. 

 

5G conspiracy theories and disinformation 

 

Panel II answered the most anticipated questions about the potential risks related to 5G rollout in the 

context of the pandemics. 

The event composed of experts concluded that 5G does not create additional risks by allegedly 

introducing greater EMF radiation than 4G or 3G technologies. In fact, participants stressed that if 

anything, shorter range of transmitters and more power efficiency actually ensures less EMF radiation 

than previous technologies. 

The participants uniformly declared any information or statement linking 5G rollout and the 

COVID-19 pandemics as dangerous fake news that should be handled immediately as a great risk to 
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stability in challenging time. Nevertheless some panellists pointed out to ongoing research into potential 

risks of high-frequency EMF exposure that will be published soon, including a comprehensive report by 

WHO expected to be released in 2022. To the date no evidence have been presented supporting the thesis 

that current and emerging wireless technologies can be harmful.  

The panellists warned that it is of upmost importance to ensure that general public is provided with 

relevant, contextualised information and insisted that relevant education programs need to be rolled out 

to ensure that any disinformation on the topic is rejected by the public. The experts warned about 

common terminology mistakes and confusion between EMF radiation and radiation caused by 

radioactive radiation, linked with nuclear technologies. No clarity in terminology can lead to bad 

sentiment and unnecessary resistance to innovation and evolution of existing infrastructures. While the 

complex, cross-domain topics such as 5G technologies require significant knowledge to understand that 

basic concepts around it, strong effort must be made by governments and NGOs to ensure that relevant 

information is provided in an understandable form to general public. 

 

 

The future of ultra-connected society 

Our experts listed numerous benefits that 5G technologies will support in the near future. A vision of 

smart cities benefiting from self-driving cars, smart augmented reality-driven connectivity and smart, 

flexible robotic and manufacturing was presented. In particular speakers stressed that improved 

connectivity will help us solve some of the major problems with transportation and climate change, 

therefore contributing directly to sustainable development goals. A vision of better connected society 

was presented through the prism of fast, widely-available smooth audio-video & data streaming offering 

better and more ubiquitous mainstream broadcasting services and instant high-quality news that would 

severely address the current issues related to disinformation through quality, rapid factual reporting and 

monitoring. Ultra-connected society brings promise of more equal education and further lowering the 

gaps between the cities and rural areas by ensuring efficient remote work opportunities and limiting the 

need for local and long-distance commuting.  
 

Summary per speaker: 

 

Andreas Geiss, currently the Head of Unit for Radio Spectrum Policy in DG INFSO of the European 

Commission, stressed that 5G will be essential for economic recovery from the current crisis and that 

2G, 3G, 4G technologies we're focused on the consumers and now we see that with 5G, we are actually 

targeting not only consumers, but businesses. Moreover 5G will not only by a human-to-human 

communication platform but an infrastructure facilitating human-to-machine and machine-to-machine 

data exchange. Mr. Geiss pointed out that 5G will facilitate progressing automation and allows more 

dynamic robot workers and machine allocation and switching between different contexts.  Mr. Geiss 

stressed that technology companies are among most valuable companies in the world and the technology-

driven economic development shows have a major impact on financial markets. He elaborated upon the 

history of mobile communication and it’s impact on devices used in daily life in projection of the 

smartphones being replaced with 5G-backed, augmented reality technologies and “Google glass”-like 

solutions in the near future. Moreover Mr. Geiss pointed out that  digital innovation linked with 5G will 

in fact help us to reduce the digital divide, and create new business opportunities with the emerging, fast 

communication technologies of wireless nature we can move further into the rural areas into areas which 

are not yet covered with classic broadband. Therefore 5G will not only provide economical boost but 

also support societal development. 

 

Andreana Atanasova a Deputy Minister of Transport, IT and Communications  of Bulgaria, 

corroborated the position presented by Mr Geiss and insisted that 5G network should be rolled out 

without any delay because we need a basis for recovery of the economy after the impasse created by the 
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pandemics. She pointed out that 5G technologies will provide economical boost across the board and 

allow strong support to developments in the area of broadly understood IoT and AI and its applications 

to autonomous driving, smart cities, smart manufacturing, healthcaere and technology-supported novel 

approaches to education. She stressed that in the face of rapid increase of smart devices and progressing 

saturation of mobile networks there is a need  for immediate innovation to ensure smooth 

communications. 

 

Dr. Jack Rowley, Senior Director for Research & Sustainability and works in the Advocacy Department 

of the GSMA (calling from Australia) argued that the next generation of wireless communication is far 

more efficient than any previous generation and is only of benefit to the society by all means.  He also 

stressed that there's about 3000 studies on mobile communication frequencies specifically conducted in 

roughly the last 20 years. All the hardware used such as smart cells and antennas are already present in 

existing 3G and 4G networks and they will become more sophisticated in 5G, and particularly at the 

higher frequencies. Moreover we already make use of things like sharing of frequencies with smart 

antennas. Therefore 5G does not introduce any unusual, experimental hardware but rather optimises 

existing technologies. Dr. Rowely also pointed to clear benefits of the technology offering up to 100 

times higher data rates that are essential to sustain smooth communication in the face of rapidly growing 

number of connected devices and infrastructures. Therefore 5G is expected to provide a major economic 

boost to the economies that embrace that emerging technologies ahead of others. 

 

Professor Dr. Michel Salvator Israel from the National Center for Public Health and analysis 

Ministry of Health of Bulgaria elaborated upon potential health risks for 5G technologies. He pointed 

out that while 5G technologies adhere to all the standards in terms of EMF radiation in terms of 

dispersing heat in living organisms and there is no doubt this technology is rather safer if not on pair 

with previous 4G and 3G technologies more research is being conducted in the are of high frequency 

(from 0 to 300Ghz freqhency magnetic radiation). He mentioned that WHO, advocates for more research 

and a report is expected to released specific scientific review of evidence in this context in 2022.  Prof. 

Israel being an expert in non-ionising radiation and biophysics affiliated with National Center for Public 

Health and Analysis (NCPHA) in Bulgaria corroborated Dr. Rowley position and pointed out that 5G 

undoubtably introduces higher frequencies therefore penetrates human body less and induces less heat. 

However, he also pointed out that while 5G does not stand out in any way from previous technologies 

and rather optimises them, he recommends that more broad studies on the impacts of EMF on human 

body in general should be conducted with full transparency to the public to battle misinformation and 

gain trust. 

Peter Kimpian a data protection and international lawyer who works at the Data Protection Unit of the 

Council of Europe insisted that 5G will be of benefit in terms of cybersecurity and should be rolled out 

immediately. He pointed out to that the coexistence of legacy 4G and 3G technologies with 5G in parallel 

creates a serious security risk and those technologies should be phased out as soon as possible. Mr. 

Kimpian also listed the benefits of the 5G in terms including lower EMF emissions saying due to shorter 

distance range. At the same time he stressed that more granularity in the system of antennas while 

ensuring much better user localisation services may also create additional problems in terms of privacy 

and that should be addressed as soon as possible.  

Dr. Catalin Vrabie an Assistant Professor at the National University of Political Studies and Public 

Administration, Bucharest corroborated former opinions and insisted on the need of quick 5G rollout to 

support the transition of the old cities to smart cities and to support the growing digital economy so that 

EU market can stay competitive with the USA and Asian countries. He pointed out that cities like Sofia 

or Bucharest face the issue of constantly increasing issues with traffic and efficient transportation. 
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Efficient traffic management requires robust communication infrastructure which is largely lacking and 

5G offers that kind of platform at reasonable investment cost and sufficient flexibility. 

Mr. Harri Paloheimo CEO of CoReorient tech startup (a former NOKIA representative) pointed out 

that mobile traffic increases rapidly and is expected to grow four and half times by 2025. To sustain 

economic growth and development, the new technologies and infrastructure require more bandwidth and 

less latency (it should drop to 30ms) which and only be satisfied by 5G technologies that should match 

that while reaching 10 gigabit per second speeds. He also elaborated upon the significant energy 

consumption savings hence making communication technologies mor green. He pointed out that if the 

rollout of 5G follow the plan, by 2025 we will achieve 10X energy efficiency improvements compared 

to 4G and by 2030 it may reach even 20 times more efficiency than today. He foresees specific positive 

impacts for the streaming content online (such as Netflix content) that thanks to the new technologies 

and redesigned signalling distributed service will allow more efficient, flexible and reslient content 

delivery. 

Ms. Malika Keswani, a Senior Production Manager at BBC (formerly iTV) as a representative of the 

media sector stressed on the new opportunities opened up by 5G to support live-TV broadcasts and to 

help providing improved cost-effective solution for TV and media operations. Specifically the near 

10Gbps speeds and low latency creates and opportunity to replace legacy and costly satellite high-speed 

links with on the ground wireless connectivity. Currently mutli-4G connection solution is insufficient 

for providing high-quality live-stream and used only seldom for less important transmissions or in cases 

where timing or circumstances do not allow to send relevant equipment so a trade-off is made. As of 

today, the costly satellite connectivity remains the only option for professional broadcast. Ms. Malika 

stressed that those satellite links are far from perfect as they have a significant disadvantage – very high 

latency – the delay between the correspondent receiving question and replying is always significant on 

live TV today and severely disturbs the flow of transmissions. She also concluded that in 24h schedule 

of live-tv those delays generate significant loss (even about an hour) in terms of on-the air time 

introducing additional costs to already expensive transmissions. Therefore, the  fast proliferation of 5G 

technologies is essential to change the costly, legacy broadcast approaches.  

Xianhong Hu, UNESCO’s program specialist at Division of Freedom of Expression and Media 

Development corroborated what was said by Ms. Keswani from BBC and stressed on the opportunity 

for the 5G technologies in helping the mainstream broadcasters combating disinformation and 

misinformation by creating an opportunity for more presence and faster response to the events. She 

stressed that 5G could help major media to stay competitive with online outlets and youtubers on 

unknown credibility and to release quality content before contents of questionable origin and quality 

emerge. That is particularly important in the face of COVID-19 related misinformation such as the 5G 

conspiracy tehories. 

Dr. Jezy Zurek, Director of the National Institute of Telecommunications, Poland pointed out that 5G 

encompasses much more than 4G or 3G technologies and in fact it’s a broader concept. Specifically, he 

pointed out that 5G introduces a new architecture of the core network therefore completely new way of 

integration of many telecommunication services with emphasis and virtualisation and software’isation 

of components. Dr. Zurek expressed hope that 5G will integrate different access networks including new 

Wi-Fi standards and satellite interfaces. Dr. Zurek elaborated upon relevant efforts made at the Institute 

to as to ensure that there are labs that can study and test new services in order to support development of 

ultra-connected society in Poland. He also stressed that they provide detailed studies on the safety of the 

new technologies and they provide explicit support to government in educating the public. The 

comprehensive studies provide views from physics, biology and medicine perspectives. This is to combat 

disinformation and to ensure smooth technology rollout which is pivotal pillar for near infrastructure 

developments that require strong coordination and consolidation of telecommunication and ICT rings. 
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Rafal Pawlak, National Institute of Telecommunications, Poland corroborated the statements by Dr. 

Zurek and elaborated further upon the strong need to educate the society. He made a point that education 

of the general public on such complex topics that are highly-cross domain and require significant 

knowledge to understand, is incredibly challenging. Nevertheless, he stressed that governments should 

make an effort to allow efficient dissemination of relevant accessible materials to combat misinformation 

and fake-news. He made an example of confusion when discussing the topic of “radiation” which is 

often linked with harmful impacts of radioactive materials, creating negative sentiment in people when 

absolutely safe technologies are discussed. Mr. Pawlak stressed that their book makes and effort to 

provide a very broad explanation of various types of radiation and supports the statements with highly 

descriptive graphics for easier understanding of the presented, complex contents. 

Dr. Bissera Zankova, Media 21 Foundation, spoke about the humanistic effects of high tech societies. 

People have to be informed, to search for information, to upgrade. This includes an effective fight against 

mis and dis-information, and widespread conspiracy theories that claim that 5G networks are the cause 

of the coronavirus pandemic. Connectivity is a fundamental element of digital transformation. We need 

to invest smartly and learn from the crisis, it is that we can rely on digital networks and services to 

continue living and working in emergencies. The problem is also about a new science and new 

philosophical theories, new legal systems though law is a conservative system of norms but it will also 

develop. An interesting issue is how the right to science, technology and culture will evolve.  The future 

is not only to build a smart technical society but a novel society in which the wise will rule and guide. 

We have to encourage open societies and the philosophy of open society to flourish. Karl Popper and his 

ideas should be neither banished from the scene, nor forgotten since this revolutionary philosophy has 

brought and could bring only good to mankind. 

Final Summary 
Our symposium assisted policy makers in answering the burning questions and clear the doubts liked 

with the 5G rollout in the context of pandemics. The rapidly increasing disinformation and 

misinformation campaigns online resulted in COMPACT team members receiving direct inquiries from 

politicians who feared 5G to be put on hold due to public uncertainty hindering emerging wireless 

technology deployment. Our unique panel of experts coming from different parts of the world and 

representing different backgrounds, concluded that the fears of the link between 5G and COVID-19 are 

in fact dangerous disinformation and should be attacked with full vigilance by governments. At the same 

time our experts highlighted the benefits of the 5G technologies over the existing 4G and 3G technologies 

and stressed that in fact 5G technologies should be considered as less EMF-polluting and way more 

energy efficient. Therefore, 5G is not only contributing to more optimised, greener infrastructures but is 

also ensuring relevant support for fast growing data transmission needs but is also expected to provide 

support for economic recovery through new technology-driven business models. 

The symposium was covered by an international media - https://www.intellinews.com/bulgaria/ 

Follow up – publications on COMPACT website - short materials 5G networks: business, security and 

geopolitics, 5G development and deployment: the latest news until November 2020, 5G and security: 

security of networks and equipment and security of mind, Can 5G technology cause COVID-19 disease: 

what is real, what is false, two short materials about UNESCO briefs on DISINFODEMIC: Deciphering 

COVID-19 disinformation and the Polish handbook on 5G Electromagnetic field and people. 

The preparation of 5G symposium was also linked to the preparation of the 5G session at EuroDIG 2020, 

where during preparation for the session it was announced and specialists invited to register. 

  

https://www.intellinews.com/bulgaria/
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Annex I Press Release 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMPACT ONLINE SYMPOSIUM 
 

5W on 5G – Multidisciplinary online symposium responding to the public demand on 5G information 

  

#5W5G #COMPACT #5G 
 

In the course of  “5W on 5G” Symposium, 
technology, policy, media, and health experts 
will provide fact based insight into specificities 
of 5G technology with focus on technological, 
political, economic, social, health and 
environmental impact of the 5G era. 
Respective speakers and participants will be 
confronted with some of the most 
controversial questions in the light of the 
recent accusations, and disinformation online 
that led to many cases of public scrutiny of 5G 
network expansion.  
 

We would like you to join the first comprehensive, international COMPACT multidisciplinary 
symposium on 5G that will take place on  
Thursday, 14th of May 2020 starting at 12:30 GMT  
 
EU:    Dublin 13:30 , Brussels 14:30 , Warsaw 14:30 , Zagreb 14:30, Sofia 15:30.  
Outside EU:   New York 8:30 AM, Seoul 21:30.  
 
The registration for this important event is free of charge and enables you to directly interact 
with the panellists and speakers.  

5G 
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 The symposium will start with the Welcome session by COMPACT project team: 

• Dr. Lukasz Porwol - eGov deputy leader and Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of 
Ireland, Galway, NewsBeez executive team member -  COMPACT project coordinator  

• Mr. Munir Podumljak  PSD - Partnership for Social Development & NewsBeez founder 

• Dr. Bissera Zankova - Media 21 Foundation 
 
The Welcome session will be followed by Introduction Keynote Session: 

• 12:50 GMT – 5G in a Nutshell 
Moderated by: Mr. Niall O’Brolchain, Researcher at DSI, Insight, National University of Ireland, 
Galway (former Irish MP and Mayor of Galway City) – he will co-moderate other sessions 

 
After introduction words from COMPACT project leaders, the Symposium will be conducted in three 
panels:  
• 13:30 GMT - First panel – Technologies, Opportunities and Challenges 
 Moderated by: Ms. Malika Keswani,  Senior Production Manager,  BBC World Services 
• 14:30 GMT – Second panel – 5G conspiracy theories and disinformation 

Moderated by: Dr. Lukasz Porwol -  COMPACT project coordinator 
• 15:30 GMT – Third panel - The future of ultra-connected society 

Moderated by: Ina O’ Murchu, Technologist, Technopreneur, Ireland and Consultant at Onlim 
 

The sessions will be concluded at 16:30 GMT and everybody will be invited to join a Social Event at 16:45 
GMT 
The set of distinguished speakers and panellists will include: 

• Mr. Andreas Geiss, Head of Unit for Spectrum Policy in DG CONNECT, European Commission 

• Ms. Andreana Atanasova, Deputy minister responsible for information  technology and 
communication of Bulgaria 

• Dr. Catalin Vrabie, Professor Assistant, National University of Political Studies and Public 
Administration, Romania 

• Mr. Mikko Salo, Faktabaari (FactBar) Founder, media innovator and EU Senior Advisor to LUT 
University, NewsBeez co-founder 

• Mr. Peter Kimpian , Data Protection Unit, Council of Europe. 

• Mr. Harri Paloheimo, CEO CoReorient, former Nokia Green Research Team Leader and Principal 
Researcher, worked on simulations of NextG radio relay systems; NewsBeez executive team 
member 

• Prof. Michel Israel , National Centre for Public Health and Analyses, Ministry of Health of Bulgaria 

• Dr. Jack Rowley, Senior Director for Research & Sustainability and works in the Advocacy 
Department of the GSMA 

• Dr. Jerzy Żurek, Director of the National Institute of Telecommunications, Poland 

• Mr. Rafał Pawlak, Chief of Equipment & Systems Testing Department, National Institute of 
Telecommunications, Poland 

• Dr. Elgun Safarov, Member of CEDAW at United Nations 

Discussion 
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COMPACT “5W on 5G” Symposium speakers and participants range from space and telecommunication 
engineers to national policy makers, representatives of EU Commission, telecommunication regulators in 
respective EU Members  States, tech industry representatives, journalists and media scholars, human rights 
activists, senior researchers and research team leaders in different disciplines of science, and medical 
experts. We expect more than 20 speakers and more than 150 participants to cover 5G concerns. The 
majority of information presented will be fresh and for the first time served for further use to participants 
that is of crucial importance for proper public debate in the European cultural and economic space. As we 
have additional 120 tickets available, we would like to invite you to register, participate and take away and 
further distribute facts presented during the symposium. 
 
If you wish to join as a “5W on 5G” participant please register as soon as possible – the number of tickets is 
limited: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/104487793804 

 
PLEASE USE THE HASHTAGS before and during the event: #5W5G #COMPACT #5G 
YOU CAN USE EXTRA HASHTAGS: #FakeNews #COVID19 
 
The symposium will be hosted on the 14th of May from 12:30PM GMT – 16:45PM GMT and it will be realized 
as an online webinar and delivered via the popular ZOOM platform with about 15 presenters and up to 270 
registered participants.  The working language of the webinar is English, and translation will not be provided 
at this stage.  
The symposium will also be live streamed via Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu) 
 for broader audience and additional feedback.  
 
Moreover, a dedicated Virtual Reality space has been created using free, Open Source, Mozilla Hubs solution 
(https://hub.link/M4teCU2)  
– you can join directly via browser on your PC, Mac or mobile as well as with popular VR headsets. That 
space will host an optional COMPACT reception event after the symposium is concluded so that the 
discussions can continue. We will also connect ZOOM platform to the VR space during the event so that VR 
participants can also engage with the speakers. 
 
Should you have any questions or requests, please do not hesitate to contact our staff Oles Kulchytsky 
(o.kulchytskyy@gmail.com). 
 
Sincerely, 
COMPACT Team 
 

Organisation 

Join Us 
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Annex II Guidelines Sample 

 

 
 
 
 
 

COMPACT ONLINE 5G SYMPOSIUM 
 MODERATOR GUIDELINES 

 

#5W5G #COMPACT #5G 
 

Dear moderator, we are honoured that you accepted to moderate one of the panels within “5W on 5G” 
COMPACT Symposium. Here are few tips for moderation that we would like to share in order to assist you in 
your moderation of your panel. In order to be efficient, ensure adequate dynamic of the webinar and provide 
spirit of equal participation and equal opportunity for all participants, we would like you to enforce several 
rules during your moderation.  
 
• In your opening statements at the beginning of your panel please try to condense your presentation 
and stick to 3 minutes timeline 
 
• In first round of positions/reflections that are to be shared by the respective speakers, please remind 
them that they have 5 minutes each for the first round, and try to enforce this timeline as much as possible 
in the gentle, but firm manner. (max 30 minutes for whole exercise) 
 
• After first round of presentations by speakers, you as a moderator can ask few speakers a question if 
any of the positions expressed needs clarification. When you ask clarification question, please remind kindly 
the speakers that they have max 3 minutes to respond (we will as well inform them of this structure prior to 
the event). (max 10 minutes) 
 
• After this round, you as a moderator can pick two-four questions from the participants and reflect 
them to the respective speakers, again reminding them about 3 minutes limit for the response. Y Mr. Niall 
O’Brolchain (former Irish MP and Mayor of Galway City) that will act in our event as voice of the public  and 
will assist you to scan the ZOOM chat, FB chat and watch ZOOM RAISED HANDS feature (Max 12 minutes). 
 
• Wrap it up and close the session. At this stage for all unanswered questions, please remind the 
audience and participants that after the formal session there will be still informal virtual socializing where 
the participants can ask questions directly to a speakers and get their response. (Max 5 min) 
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The symposium will be hosted on the 14th of May from 12:30PM GMT – 16:00PM GMT and it will be realized as an 
online webinar and delivered via the popular ZOOM platform with about 15 presenters and up to 270 registered 
participants.   
EU:    Dublin 13:30 , Brussels 14:30 , Warsaw 14:30 , Zagreb 14:30, Sofia 15:30.  
Outside EU:   New York 8:30 AM, Seoul 21:30. 
 
ZOOM LINK: 
https://datascienceinstitute.zoom.us/j/96665439907?pwd=YUphQjM2UitSbm43YnFMY1FsbFQ3Zz09 
 
Meeting ID: 966 6543 9907 Password: 693208 
One tap mobile   +19292056099,,96665439907# US (New York) 
Dial by your location 
        +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) 
        +359 3 257 1633 Bulgaria 
        +48 22 398 7356 Poland 
        +385 1777 6333 Croatia 
        +353 1 653 3898 Ireland 
        +32 2 788 0172 Belgium 
        +44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
        +358 9 4245 1488 Finland 
Meeting ID: 966 6543 9907 Find your local number: https://datascienceinstitute.zoom.us/u/ad38xF5VjX 
 
The symposium will also be live streamed via Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu) 
 for broader audience and additional feedback.  
Moreover, a dedicated Virtual Reality space has been created using free, Open Source, Mozilla Hubs solution 
(https://hub.link/M4teCU2)  
– you can join directly via browser on your PC, Mac or mobile as well as with popular VR headsets. That space will host 
an optional COMPACT reception event after the symposium is concluded so that the discussions can continue. We will 
also connect ZOOM platform to the VR space during the event so that VR participants can also engage with the 
speakers. 
Should you have any questions or requests, please do not hesitate to contact our staff Oles Kulchytsky 
(o.kulchytskyy@gmail.com). 
 
Sincerely, 
COMPACT Team 
 

Organisat ion 

Join Us 
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Annex III 5G Discussion Materials by M21F 

 

The “old new” 5G debate 

The new global wireless standard has progressed to the fifth generation referred to as 5G. This 

5th generation mobile network follows 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G networks. The fifth generation 5G is 

designed to connect virtually the internet of things - machines, objects, and devices. The network 

promises higher multi-Gbps peak data speeds, ultra low latency, greater reliability and, massive 

network capacity. Higher performance and improved efficiency could empower a new user 

society.  

While the 5G mobile network has been switched on in some UK cities, Switzerland , one of the 

world’s leaders in the rollout of 5G mobile technology, has put halt to its due to the potential 

health concerns. Switzerland is not alone in this concern. Slovenia has also stopped its 

introduction in order to enable officials to investigate more thoroughly the health effects of the 

new technology. In the Netherlands, political parties have urgently expressed their concerns 

about the possible dangers of the 5G technology before masts installation on a large scale. Due to 

the public pressure, the Health Council of the Netherlands has been mandated to carry out an 

independent investigation into 5G radiation. Over 180 Cities in Italy have passed Halt 5G 

Resolutions, and several cities in the USA have passed protective ordinances to restrict 5G in 

neighborhoods.  ‘Diagnose: Funk’ reports a petition with 54,643 signature asking the German 

Parliament to stop the award of 5G frequencies, surpassing the quorum. The petitioners request 

the German Parliament to suspend the procedure to award 5G frequencies based on scientifically 

justified doubts about the safety of this technology. There is a general impression that 

municipalities are slowing and halting the 5G rollout worldwide due to worries about wireless 

radiation.  

Back in 2019, in an appeal to the European Union, more than 180 scientists and doctors from 36 

countries warned European institutions about the danger of 5G. The scholars claimed new 

network would lead to a massive increase in involuntary exposure to electromagnetic radiation. 

They urged the EU to follow Resolution 1815 of the Council of Europe, asking for an 

independent task force to reassess the health effects generated by 5G. One of the initiators, Dr. L. 

Hardell, Professor of Oncology at Örebro University in Sweden, states: “The telecom industry is 

trying to roll out technology that may have very real, unintended harmful consequences. The 

fifth generation (5G) of radio frequency radiation is now being developed. This is done without 

dosimetric determination or study of the possible health effects. The media praise in particular all 

the possibilities that this technology promises to offer, such as the self-propelled car and Internet 

of Things (IoT). The consequences for the health of humans, plants and animals are not 

discussed at all. Politicians, governments and the media are responsible for unbalanced 

information.”   

In response, the European Commission announced that ‘under Article 168 of the Treaty on the 

Functioning of the European Union, the primary responsibility for protecting the public from 

potential harmful effects of electromagnetic fields remains with the Member States, including the 
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choice of measures to be adopted based on age and health status.’ This places the responsibility 

for the technical, social and health effects of 5G development under the jurisdiction of the states. 

New technology has met resistance in the past. History has shown that any emerging technology 

when planned to be used on a large scale has been met with suspicion and even superstition by 

society. That is why Swisscom, the largest mobile operator in Switzerland, has voiced an opinion 

that operators understand well “the fears that are often expressed about new technologies”. At 

the same time, Swisscom underlines that 5G is run on frequencies similar to the current 4G 

standard, which has been subject to “several thousand studies”. The conclusion of the company 

is that “there is no evidence that antenna radiation within the limit values adversely affects 

human health.”  

The 5G debate unfolds within the broader discussions about the impact of the electromagnetic 

fields on human wellbeing. In response to public and governmental concerns, World Health 

Organisation (WHO) established the International Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) Project in 1996 

to assess the scientific evidence of possible adverse health effects from electromagnetic fields. 

By 2016, WHO had conducted a formal risk assessment of all studied health outcomes from 

radiofrequency fields exposure. In addition, in May 2011, the International Agency for Research 

on Cancer (IARC), a WHO specialized agency, reviewed the carcinogenic potential of 

radiofrequency fields, from mobile phones. Over the last two decades a large number of studies 

have been performed to assess whether mobile phones pose a potential health risk. To date, no 

adverse health effects have been established as being caused by mobile phone use.  

Contrary opinions are also popular. Dr. Devra Davis, epidemiologist and toxicologist, argues in 

some of her publications that cell phone radiation might play a role in cancer. Davis makes a 

strong case in her book “Disconnect” that we’ve underplayed the possible threat from cell 

phones for too long. Another pioneer of electromagnetic waves research and its impact on human 

organism is Dr. Martin Blank. His research into EMFs repeatedly shows that non-ionizing 

radiation does affect human cells. He believes that it would be in our best interest to take 

stronger precautions to secure a healthier future. “You take a certain amount of precaution as a 

result of a risk that has been identified,” Dr. Blank said at the 1st public forum in the U.S. on 

EMF effects on Children, Fetuses and Fertility in 2013. “The risk can turn out to be a false 

alarm, in which case you haven’t lost anything really; what you’ve done is prevented damage 

that might have occurred might it have been so.” 

The concerns involve, in particular, tissue heating, which is the principal mechanism of 

interaction between radiofrequency energy and the human body. At the frequencies used by 

mobile phones, most of the energy is absorbed by the skin and other superficial tissues, resulting 

in negligible temperature rise in the brain or any other organs of the body. A number of studies 

have investigated the effects of radiofrequency fields on brain electrical activity, cognitive 

function, sleep, heart rate and blood pressure in volunteers. To date scientific results do not 

provide any consistent evidence of adverse health effects from exposure to radiofrequency fields 
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patterns based on traffic flow. 5G applications have the potential to impact nearly everyone. This 

in turn will propel the Internet of things (IOT). It is anticipated that a typical home will have 

hundreds of connected devices sending and receiving information in real time.  

Fifth generation technology has the potential to change many areas of life from the home to the 

road. Smart home and cities and emerging transportation technology could improve with 

immediate date exchange. Transportation and smart cars, in particular, could choose better 

routes, reducing the number of accidents or finding available parking spaces. 5G technology is 

expected to reduce traffic congestion by at least 40%. Some have even predicted that deaths by 

vehicles could become obsolete. By and large life of new, higher quality will be established. 

Commerce in particular will profit significantly from 5G technology. Manufacturing plants and 

retailing currently work within limited bandwidths. The latter restrict plant managers and 

retailers from knowing in real-time precisely what goods are needed for production and for 

distribution and restocking. With “smart” shelves, retail chains can detect when goods have been 

sold almost immediately and communicate to the supply chain in virtually real-time to send or 

schedule new shipments.  

Additional efficiencies could be established in the travel industry and hotels. Hotel chains could 

use 5G to boost consumer experiences. Such as when a hotel guest loses a key card, they need to 

go to the lobby, speak to a hotel staff member, wait in line perhaps, and ultimately get issued a 

new key card. 

If the key card could be replaced by a mobile phone app which speaks directly to the digital 

security lock on the door, the hotel staff’s time would be saved, allowing them to cope with other 

potential guest issues. On the other hand, the guest’s overall experience will be improved. In 

addition, by using 5G technology guests could regulate the temperature, lights and shades in their 

rooms by simply touching a button on their phones.  

All in all, virtual networks and subnets that provide connectivity could adjust to specific needs. 

The creation of subnetworks could give specific characteristics to a part of the network turning it 

into a programmable network. This could establish the necessary conditions to prioritize 

connections in case of emergencies faced by users or possible overloads of the mobile network. 

Compiled by Media 212 Foundation by 

https://www.iotsworldcongress.com/advantatges-of-5g-and-how-will-benefit-iot/ 

https://learn.g2.com/advantages-of-5g-technology 

file:///D:/Downloads/5g%20book.pdf  

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/wireless-network/5g-benefits-features.html 
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The future with 5G technology 

Of the many innovations in communication technology, the most recent is the fifth-generation 

cellular technology called 5G. 5G networks are expected to be 100 times faster than previous 

ones. Additional advantages of 5G besides increased speed include a greater capacity of remote 

execution, a number of connected devices, with the possibility of implementing virtual networks, 

and providing more adjusted connectivity to concrete needs. With increased speed, we can 

access files, programs and remote applications in a totally direct manner, without wasting a 

minute. By intensifying the use of the cloud, all devices (mobile phones, computers, etc.) will 

depend less on the internal memory and the accumulation of data. 

For businesses, the impact of increased bandwidth will produce huge benefits across many 

departments and divisions in the form of big data. Today, companies receive far more 

information from customers, suppliers, and teams than they can process and analyze for insights 

and decision-making. With 5G connectivity and big data analytics, these businesses can turn 

large volumes of data into actionable knowledge. 

Being fast and powerful allows 5G to influence radically a wide range of industries and sectors. 

Thanks to the low latency and the increase of the sensors, 5G will be able to perform remote 

actions in real time. It is possible to control the machinery of an industrial plant, logistics or 

remote transport. With the help of 5G technology, transport systems can operate fully automated 

and without a driver.  

The field of medicine is one of the most important areas where 5G technology will prove to be 

avant-garde and transformative. The potential for medical advancements, is limitless and 

absolutely incalculable. 5G technology will allow doctors to reach patients from every part of the 

globe. A common problem in the healthcare industry, for instance, originates from sending 

image files. Magnetic resonance imageries (MRIs) take a long time to send using 4G networks, 

but with 5G transmission speeds will be improved vastly. 

In this capacity, 5G will boost telemedicine. Patients and physicians can save time and money 

with increased efficiencies. Segments of the population, such as the elderly and disabled people 

will benefit greatly by seeking medical treatment from their own homes.  

What makes this possible for 5G is artificial intelligence (AI). In the healthcare industry, AI 

diagnostics can detect diseases and provide real-time analytics that are vital when treating 

illnesses. Robotic surgeries could become normal practice. Eventually life-saving procedures and 

emergency surgeries could be performed from anywhere in the world remotely with the 

assistance of 5G.  

In the 5G age all connected devices will have access to instant connections to the Internet, that in 

real time can exchange information with each other, examples include personalized energy-

saving home devices that maximize environmental impact to traffic lights that change their 
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at levels below those that cause tissue heating. In addition, research has not been able to provide 

support for a causal relationship between exposure to electromagnetic fields and self-reported 

symptoms, or “electromagnetic hypersensitivity”. 

Epidemiological research examining potential long-term risks from radiofrequency exposure has 

mostly looked for an association between brain tumours and mobile phone use. However, results 

of animal studies consistently show no increased cancer risk for long-term exposure to 

radiofrequency fields. Based largely on these data, IARC has classified radiofrequency 

electromagnetic fields as possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B). The category is used 

when a causal association is considered credible; however, bias or confounding cannot be ruled 

out with reasonable confidence. 

While an increased risk of brain tumors is not established, the expanding use of mobile phones 

and the lack of data for mobile phone use over time periods longer than 15 years warrant further 

research on mobile phone use and brain cancer risk. In particular, with the recent popularity of 

mobile phone use among younger generations, and therefore a potentially longer lifetime of 

exposure, WHO has promoted further research on this group. As of 2014, Turkey, Belgium, 

Australia, and France have warned about the dangers of children’s cell phone usage. On the other 

hand, as of 2015, the FCC still says that there is no evidence between wireless device use and 

health problems and continues to uphold the regulations from 1996. 

Against the backdrop of heated discussions it is worth remembering that technology has many 

advantages and brings a better and more comfortable life. Looking at the future, we can quote 

Dr. Blank’s book “Overpowered” (2014) and his manifesto there: “My message… is not to 

abandon gadgets - like most people I too love and utilize EMF-generating gadgets. Instead, I 

want you to realize that EMF poses a real risk to living creatures and that industrial and product 

safety standards must and can be reconsidered.” The path people should follow is to not reject 

technological advancement that 5G can bring, but to explore its multifarious impacts on the 

economy, healthcare, various industries, jobs and finance. 

Compiled by Media 21 Foundation from 

https://www.who.int/peh-emf/publications/facts/fs304/en/ 

https://science.time.com/2010/09/27/health-a-cancer-muckraker-takes-on-cell-phones/ 

https://www.trinhall.cam.ac.uk/alumni/keep-in-touch/obituaries/dr-martin-blank/ 

http://www.center4research.org/children-cell-phones-phone-radiation-risky-kids/ 

https://techblog.comsoc.org/2020/03/04/5g-technology-and-its-future-in-mobile-communication/ 
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Can 5G technology cause COVID-19 disease: what is real, what is false 

Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is the first epidemic in human history where information 

technology and social media are being used on a massive scale to help cope with the disease. In 

early February 2020, a number of social media platforms and big tech companies, including 

Google, Amazon, YouTube and Twitter, attended a meeting hosted by the World Health 

Organization (WHO) at Facebook's offices to unite efforts against rumours, myths and 

misinformation related to COVID-19. After the meeting, Google triggered an SOS Alert system 

that makes WHO coronavirus resources more easily accessible when “COVID-19” or 

“coronavirus” is searched for using Google. YouTube added a banner redirecting users to the 

WHO web portal on all videos that discuss COVID-19. Facebook encouraged users to look at the 

WHO website for the latest information through the first results while searching. In addition, 

Facebook launched a “Community Help” feature where people could volunteer to run errands for 

others or donate to fundraisers. Facebook made another step by banning ads and listings for 

medical-grade face masks and giving WHO unlimited free ad space.  

However, if technology has helped keep people safe and connected during this unprecedented 

crisis, it has also been deployed to spread the virus of fear and confusion.  Social platforms have 

conveyed open threats and unproven information about the 5G technology unleashing 

unpredictable aggression. This made the UN Secretary-General António Guterres to openly join 

the fight against disinformation by urging platforms to promote scientific facts over “despair and 

division”.  

Verbal and physical attacks against the roll-out of 5G networks represented one of the most 

destructive campaigns that expanded during the COVID pandemic. This campaign combined 

persistent disinformation with open violent acts. Since the beginning of the disease, 5G phone 

masts have reportedly been damaged or destroyed in several European countries, including 

Ireland, Cyprus and Belgium. In Britain violence and destruction were the most perilous. 

According to media reports, dozens of towers were targeted, and engineers abused on the job. 

Celebrities, including the singer Anne-Marie, circulated the conspiracy theory about 5G 

technology being a reason for COVID -19 on social media. Amanda Holden, a judge on Britain’s 

Got Talent, shared a link to an online petition claiming the symptoms of the virus were caused by 

residing near a 5G mast (later the petition has been removed). Cabinet Office minister Michael 

Gove branded the conspiracy theories “dangerous nonsense”. Joining in his harsh criticism, the 

NHS director, Stephen Powis, added: “The 5G story is complete and utter rubbish. It is nonsense 

– the worst kind of fake news.” Oliver Dowden, the culture secretary, was determined to hold 

talks with platforms such as Facebook, WhatsApp, YouTube and Twitter “to hammer this 

message home”.  

. 
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Realising that claims linking 5G technology and the spread of COVID-19 are mounting, ITU, the 

United Nations specialized agency for information and communication technologies emphasised 

on many occasions that such claims had no scientific basis. In the current complicated situation 

the agency expressed its opinion that bringing trusted news and facts about COVID-19 is 

paramount. 5G can carry a huge amount of data much faster and allow future users to access a 

wide variety of services, including industrial and professional applications. During the pandemic, 

communications technology is playing an essential role in ensuring efficient health services, 

many of which are facing unprecedented demand due to the large number of affected persons. 

We can rely on networks to counteract effectively ungrounded information, too. “Now, more 

than ever, information technology is vital to our economy, health, and safety”, according to ITU 

Secretary-General Houlin Zhao, “ITU, as the UN specialized agency for information and 

communication technologies, will continue to leverage these technologies to help defeat COVID-

19 and make us safer, stronger, and more connected.”  

The scale of the problem prompted the World Health Organization (WHO) to add the 5G 

conspiracy to its COVID-19 myth busters article. In this publication the world leading healthcare 

organisation notes that “viruses cannot travel on radio waves/mobile networks. COVID-19 is 

spreading in many countries that do not have 5G mobile networks.” This view is supported by 

scientists as well. Fabien Heliot, a researcher who specialises in electromagnetic exposure in 

wireless communication at the University of Surrey, explains 5G radiations are not as severe as 

“CT scan or x-ray technologies” used in medical care. 

In another statement WHO underlined that, “to date, and after much research performed, no 

adverse health effect has been causally linked with exposure to wireless technologies”. If the 

overall exposure remains below international guidelines, no negative consequences for public 

health are anticipated. 

The EU Council Recommendation of 12 July 1999 regulates the exposure of the general public 

to electromagnetic fields (0 Hz to 300 GHz). The recommendation states in particular: 

“Measures with regard to electromagnetic fields should afford all Community citizens a high 

level of protection; provisions by Member States in this area should be based on a commonly 

agreed framework, so as to contribute to ensuring consistency of protection throughout the 

Community.” The EU has the highest consumer standards in the world. 

In early 2020, the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 

updated the radiofrequency EMF part of the 1998 Guidelines. The main objective of this 

publication was to establish rules for limiting exposure to EMFs that could provide a high level 

of protection for all people against substantiated adverse health effects from exposures to both 

short- and long-term, continuous and discontinuous radiofrequency EMFs. An important 

conclusion in the guidelines that answers one of the most widespread human fears is that “no 

effects of radiofrequency EMFs on the induction or development of cancer have been 

substantiated”. 
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While discussing the “mystical” role of 5G in COVID-19 spread, it is also pertinent to look at the 

technology from another angle. We have to consider whether COVID-19 could influence 5G 

deployments significantly. According to the Deloitte Predictions Report, published in December 

2019, more than 100 companies worldwide would have begun testing private 5G deployments by 

the end of the year, collectively investing a few hundred million dollars in labor and equipment. 

The revised prediction found that the original prediction had been low. The number of 

companies testing private 5G deployments could be well over 1,000 at the end of 2020. 

According to Deloitte’s tracking of tests, the number of companies testing private 5G networks 

was far ahead of forecast. The unexpected boost was obviously due to a combination of factors 

such as the COVID-19 pandemic, lockdowns, work and learn from home, supply chain 

interruptions, and economic contraction in consumer spending.  

Despite the disease, the Deloitte report predicts that in subsequent years spend on private 5G 

installations will climb sharply. An overall outcome of this process will be that 5G deployment 

will enable wireless connectivity to be a key catalyst for growth. 

Compiled by Media 21 Foundation from 

https://news.itu.int/5-key-tech-media-and-telecom-predictions-for-2020-revised-in-light-of-

covid-19-deloitte/ 

https://www.itu.int/en/Pages/COVID-19/5g-covid-19-statement.aspx 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/05/01/5g-conspiracy-theory-coronavirus-

misinformation/ 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/apr/05/call-for-social-media-platforms-to-act-on-

5g-mast-conspiracy-theory 

https://www.apc.org/en/news/social-medias-response-covid-19-misinformation 

https://ne https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062362  

https://factcheck.afp.com/experts-dismiss-claims-5g-wireless-technology-created-novel-

coronavirus 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/health/coronavirus-response/fighting-

disinformation_en 

https://www.icnirp.org/cms/upload/publications/ICNIRPrfgdl2020.pdf 
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The future with 5G technology 

Of the many innovations in communication technology, the most recent is the fifth-generation 

cellular technology called 5G. 5G networks are expected to be 100 times faster than previous 

ones. Additional advantages of 5G besides increased speed include a greater capacity of remote 

execution, a number of connected devices, with the possibility of implementing virtual networks, 

and providing more adjusted connectivity to concrete needs. With increased speed, we can 

access files, programs and remote applications in a totally direct manner, without wasting a 

minute. By intensifying the use of the cloud, all devices (mobile phones, computers, etc.) will 

depend less on the internal memory and the accumulation of data. 

For businesses, the impact of increased bandwidth will produce huge benefits across many 

departments and divisions in the form of big data. Today, companies receive far more 

information from customers, suppliers, and teams than they can process and analyze for insights 

and decision-making. With 5G connectivity and big data analytics, these businesses can turn 

large volumes of data into actionable knowledge. 

Being fast and powerful allows 5G to influence radically a wide range of industries and sectors. 

Thanks to the low latency and the increase of the sensors, 5G will be able to perform remote 

actions in real time. It is possible to control the machinery of an industrial plant, logistics or 

remote transport. With the help of 5G technology, transport systems can operate fully automated 

and without a driver.  

The field of medicine is one of the most important areas where 5G technology will prove to be 

avant-garde and transformative. The potential for medical advancements, is limitless and 

absolutely incalculable. 5G technology will allow doctors to reach patients from every part of the 

globe. A common problem in the healthcare industry, for instance, originates from sending 

image files. Magnetic resonance imageries (MRIs) take a long time to send using 4G networks, 

but with 5G transmission speeds will be improved vastly. 

In this capacity, 5G will boost telemedicine. Patients and physicians can save time and money 

with increased efficiencies. Segments of the population, such as the elderly and disabled people 

will benefit greatly by seeking medical treatment from their own homes.  

What makes this possible for 5G is artificial intelligence (AI). In the healthcare industry, AI 

diagnostics can detect diseases and provide real-time analytics that are vital when treating 

illnesses. Robotic surgeries could become normal practice. Eventually life-saving procedures and 

emergency surgeries could be performed from anywhere in the world remotely with the 

assistance of 5G.  

In the 5G age all connected devices will have access to instant connections to the Internet, that in 

real time can exchange information with each other, examples include personalized energy-

saving home devices that maximize environmental impact to traffic lights that change their 
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